A beacon for current affairs and contemporary history

Momentous moments, unique and touching images – from the very beginnings of photography right up to the present day – feature in the ullstein bild archive. Our collection of photographs has been synonymous with expressive imagery since 1877. As a brand of the Axel Springer Syndication GmbH portfolio, ullstein bild is one of the most significant European agencies to supply photographs of contemporary history. **Up to date is what you need!**
Outstanding photographic artists

Esteemed photographers of the likes of Yva (Else Neuländer-Simon), Madame d’Ora (Dora Kalman), Martin Munkacsi and Waldemar Tezenthaler are the epitome of impressive photography, individual expression, and in part very personal perspectives. Access the works of these unique photographic artists through ullstein bild.

Reputable partners

The cooperation with reputable partners guarantees our customers access to the latest photographs from Germany and the entire world. Whether politics, science, culture, sports or celebrities – allow yourself to be surprised by our collection’s diversity!

Competence in photography – ullstein bild.
ullstein bild owns an impressive collection of historic imagery of the most prominent German press photographers of their time. Their work provides a unique reflection of historic eras such as Imperial Germany, the First World War, the Weimar Republic and the Second World War. Why not embark on a journey back in time with these images for yourself – on www.ullsteinbild.de.
Find what you seek!

More than 1.5 million historic images are available in a digital format online at www.ullsteinbild.de and www.picturemaxx.com – our *premium search* enables quick and easy access to relevant search results. *Individual support* is available from our competent staff for searches through ullstein bild’s analogue image archive. More than 12 million prints and slides await discovery!